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This report catalogs the airborne microwave remote sensing measurements obtained
by NASA Langley Research Center in support of the 1979 Greenland Remote Sensing
Experiment. The remote sensing objective of this experiment was to investigate the
microwave properties of the Greenland ice cap using an active and passive microwave
system. The instruments used during the Greenland Remote Sensing Experiment include
the stepped frequency microwave radiometer (SFMR) , airborne microwave scatterometer
(AMSCAT), and precision radiation thermometer (PRT-5). Remote sensing data are
inventoried and cataloged in a user-friendly format. The data catalog is presented
as time-history plots of when and where data were obtained as well as the sensor con-
figuration. All data are available on 9-track computer tapes in card-image format
upon request to the National Technical Information Service (NTIS).
INTRODUCTION
This report catalogs the airborne remote sensing data set obtained by NASA
Langley Research Center in support of the 1979 Greenland Remote Sensing Experiment.
The remote sensing objective of this experiment was to investigate microwave proper-
ties of the Greenland ice cap.
Two flights were conducted over the region during OCtober 1979 using the NASA
C-130 aircraft shown in figure 1. The flights were staged from Sondrestrom Air Base,
Greenland, during transit from Tromso, Norway, to the Langley Research Center. A
summary of data flight days is presented in table I. NASA Langley sensors onboard
the C-130 aircraft included a 14.6-GHz airborne microwave scatterometer (AMSCAT), a
4.5- to 7.2-GHz stepped frequency microwave radiometer (SFMR), and a precision radia-
tion thermometer (PRT-5). These instruments are described in the next section.
DATA ORGANIZATION
The primary objective of this report is to present in a user-friendly format
what remote sensing data were collected on the mission. Data are organized by flight
day and are referenced to Greenwich mean time (GMT). The data catalog is presented
as time-line plots indicating when and where the data were obtained as well as the
sensor configuration. All data have been inspected and time corrected, where appro-
priate, and are available on 9-track computer tapes in card-image format upon request
to the National Technical Information Service (see appendix A). Upon inspection of
the time-line plots, a user can access a specific data segment by searching the tapes
for the appropriate start and stop times. Selection of data for detailed analysis
will depend upon the requirements of the user. The data have been organized so that
selection is easiest if the user has a particular sensor configuration in mind or is
interested in a particular geographic location. No detailed analysis has been
attempted in this report, and users are urged to apply their own methods of analysis
to the data. It is hoped that by making these data available, many alternative
methods of analysis will be developed and applied.
SENSOR DESCRIPTIONS
stepped Frequency Microwave Radiometer
The stepped frequency microwave radiometer (SFMR) is a precision, nadir-looking,
circular polarized radiometer designed, developed, and fabricated by Langley Research
Center. The SFMR is believed to be the first variable-frequency microwave radiometer
controlled by a digital microprocessor, which provides both radiometer control func-
tions and data formatting. The radiometer antenna, microwave section, and signal
processor are shown in figure 2. The front panel of the digital controller is shown
in figure 3.
The SFMR is capable of operating at frequencies between 4.5 and 7.2 GHz at
intermediate frequency (IF) bandwidths of 10, 50, 250, or 1000 MHz and integration
times from 0.2 to 20 seconds. The frequency can be varied in incremental steps
from approximately 0.2 to 5 times the bandwidth per integration time. During the
Greenland mission, however, the SFMR was operated only at 6.6 GHz. Analysis has
shown that the SFMR exhihits an absolute precision of better than 2.0 K. The ideal
radiometer brightness temperature sensitivity of the instrument varies between
0.012 K and 1.25 K depending on the bandwidth and integration time selected for the
SFMR.
The measured radiometer sensitivity at 6.6 GHz was between 0.69 K and 0.88 K
with 90-percent confidence and between 0.65 K and 0.94 K with 99-percent confidence.
The ideal radiometer sensitivity at 6.6 GHz was 0.25 K. The radiometer was operating
with a 50-MHz predetection filter bandwidth and a 0.2-second postdetection integra-
tion time, with five samples averaged during postflight data reduction to achieve a
sample period of 1 second.
The SFMR is a balanced Dicke-switched square-wave correlated radiometer. The
radiometer utilizes a closed-loop Type I noise feedback circuit to add noise to the
received antenna noise and thereby balance to the Dicke reference noise. The micro-
wave section of the radiometer, including the broadband tunnel-diode low-noise ampli-
fier, is maintained in a constant-temperature enclosure at the Dicke reference tem-
perature within ±0.10 K. A block diagram of the radiometer is shown in figure 4.
The antenna consists of a corrugated-wall broadband horn with a 10-dB beam width
of approximately 20.5°. The antenna has a meander line polarizer to provide recep-
tion to circular polarization only. An 11-layer fiberglass honeycomb-sandwich radome
is used as a pressure seal over the polarizing radome. The feed is located within
the constant-temperature enclosure, as is the noise injection circuit, which consists
of a solid-state noise diode, isolator, PIN diode switch, and 20-dB directional
coupler. The Dicke switch is a broadband latching circulator.
The receiver portion of the radiometer consists of a homodyne mixer, YIG-tuned
local oscillator, and 1- to 1000-MHz IF amplifier. The microwave frequency of the
radiometer is controlled by an 8-bit digital word from the digital subsystem that is
converted to 0 to 10 volts dc. This signal controls the voltage-tuned microwave
oscillator. The frequency can be changed every 200 ms in steps of 16 MHz or greater
over the frequency range from 4.018 GHz to 8.098 GHz. However, the antenna limits
the usable frequency range from 4.500 GHz to 7.200 GHz. The bandwidth of the radiom-
eter is selected by the digital subsystem using one of four paths through the filter
bank.
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The 1- to 1000-MHz constant-power-level noise signal is transformer coupled into
a hot-carrier diode square-law detector in the analog signal processor. The detected
noise signal is amplified and synchronously detected with the Dicke switching fre-
quency. The resultant error signal is fed to a true integrator. The output of the
integrator is filtered to remove the effect of the Dicke switching frequency and used
to control the pulse train output of a voltage-to-frequency (V/F) converter.
The VIF converter provides a variable-duty-cycle 70-~s-pulse train. The pulse
repetition frequency, from a to 10 000 pulses per second, varies linearly with the dc
output voltage of the integrator. This pulse train is applied to the noise-injection
PIN diode switch and controls the number of injected constant-amplitude, constant-
width noise pulses added to signals from the antenna. The digital subsystem measures
the duty cycle of the pulse train to determine the noise added to the antenna noise.
The digital subsystem provides both control functions to the radiometer and data
processing of the output signal from the radiometer. The subsystem measures physical
temperature at several locations in the radiometer, and it also provides front panel
control functions and real-time displays for the operator. The radiometer data are
formatted along with time, temperatures, and other operational data and are recorded
on a digital tape recorder. An estimate of the brightness temperature is computed by
the microprocessor and displayed to the operator (ref. 1). The integration time
of the radiometer is determined by the count periods of the injection time counters
which compute the duty cycle of the radiometer output. The integration time of the
closed-loop radiometer noise feedback is several times faster than the minimum inte-
gration time allowed by the digital subsystem.
Airborne Microwave Scatterometer
The airborne microwave scatterometer, AMSCAT (formerly known as SUS), is an
active microwave remote sensor that W. L Jones, Jr. 1 developed at the NASA Langley
Research Center to measure the normalized radar cross section of ocean, ice, and
land targets. The scatterometer operates in a "long-pulse," or interrupted con-
tinuous wave, mode at a center frequency of 14.6 GHz. A simplified block diagram
is shown in figure 5. AMSCAT is separated into three major assemblies: gimbal
assembly, transmitter-receiver assembly, and rack-mounted electronics.
The gimbal assembly consists of a dual-linear polarized parabolic antenna (3.5°
beam width), a two-axis servo-controlled pedestal (to provide independent elevation
and azimuth positioning), and a multilayer fiberglass honeycomb radome. For
Greenland, this assembly was mounted on the underside of the fuselage beneath the
vertical stabilizer (tail section) of the NASA C-130 aircraft (fig. 6).
The transmitter-receiver assembly (fig. 7) consists of all the microwave hard-
ware including circulator switches, a 1-W and a 20-W traveling wave tube (TWT) power
amplifier, low-noise tunnel-diode amplifier (TDA), and a solid-state microwave source
for generating the transmitter and receiver local oscillator signals. The system
operation is digitally controlled by commands generated in the rack-mounted equipment
(fig. 8).
1AMSCAT Data Archive. NASA report, as yet unpublished.
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The rack-mounted electronics consists of power supplies, the gimbal controller,
the signal processor, digital controller and data system, and an analog strip chart
recorder. The signal processor (fig. 5) has two overlapping channels that provide a
received power range of greater than 40 dB. A programmable attenuator is used as a
coarse gain control to provide an additional 60-dB range. In each channel, the sig-
nals are square-law detected, integrated for 500 ms, and then analog-to-digital (AID)
converted and recorded with a 7-track digital recorder. The digital controller and
data system is a microcomputer that generates the precise timing and control logic
needed by the scatterometer to form radio frequency (RF) pulses, operate switches and
range gates, and AID convert scatterometer integrator voltages. The microcomputer
also formats aircraft parameters and radar data for recording. The use of this com-
puter enables considerahle adaptability of radar operating characteristics (table II)
via an interactive programming mode.
In making scatterometer measurements, the quantity of interest is the scatter-
ing coefficient ~. This quantity is independent of the type of radar performing













miscellaneous losses due to couplers, waveguide, etc.
free-space wavelength
effective antenna footprint on surface
( 1 )
For the AMSCAT case of beam-limited conditions,
(2)
where ~ is the effective pencil-beam antenna width (approximately equal to the
eq
half-power antenna beam width in radians) and e is the incidence angle. The scat-
tering coefficient thus becomes
(3 )
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Refer to the block diagram of figure 5. The ratio Pr/P t is measured in two
steps. A sample of the transmitter power, attenuated by a known value GXR, when
switched into the receiver produces a "calibration" output voltage V
cal propor-
tional to Pt in each receiver channel. When the transmitter is connected to the
antenna, an output voltage Vsur proportional to Pr is obtained in a particular
channel. Solving for the received-to-transmitted power ratio (in terms of the volt-
age from a particular channel) yields







V output voltage of integrator
a programmable attenuator value
GXR receiver calibration loop attenuation
and the subscripts denote
cal during calibration
sur during surface observation
(4)
Finally, in terms of the AMSCAT transfer function, the expression for aD is
2
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where H is the altitude of the aircraft.
(5)
The aD value from equation (5) is in error because of inaccuracies in the
determination of the instrument transfer coefficients (G, a, Ls ' GXR, and ~eq)
and the variables (H, a, and V). This error can be separated into a bias and a
random component. The accuracy of this bias determination is better than ±1 dB.
The major contributor to the random component of aD is V
sur
• Because of
Rayleigh fading of the received power from the surface, Vsur is an imperfect esti-
mate of the mean received power used in the aD calculation (eq. (1». The normal-
ized standard deviation of the cross section is approximately
(6)
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The number of independent samples N is
N (7)
where ~ is integration time and ~d is the Doppler bandwidth of received power,
2V rf










For the Greenland mission, ~o%o was less than ±0.5 dB.
After the Greenland flights, an intermittent contact was found in the polariza-
tion switch of the scatterometer. Thus, much of the scatterometer data intended as
HH polarization (see table II) was discovered later to be actually either HV or some
mixture of HH and HV. This results in an uncertainty of several dB in the absolute
level of the HH, HV, and VH data. The VV data are not affected.
There are two partially overlapping channels in the AMSCAT signal processor, as
shown in figure 5. The archived data tapes contain the calculated values of 00
for both channels. The value for either channel was set to -99.00 or +99.00 if the
integrator voltage for that channel was either too low (noise-dominated) or too high
(saturated), respectively. For the data flights over Greenland, the more sensitive
channel was on scale 52 percent of the time and the less sensitive channel was on
scale 48 percent of the time. Both channels were on scale simultaneously 8 per-
cent of the time. The mean difference between the calculated values of 00 for the
two channels, near the saturation point of the more sensitive channel, was about
0.3 dB with a standard deviation of about 1.1 dB. The total number of data points
(0.5-second integration time) was 21 756. (These statistics pertain only to the
VV polarization.)
Precision Radiation Thermometer
The precision radiation thermometer, referred to as the PRT-5, is a nadir-
looking infrared radiometer used to remotely measure physical temperature. The out-
put of the PRT-5 is available on the 9-track digital tapes as surface temperature in
degrees Celsius. Table III summarizes the operating characteristics of the instru-
ment used during the Greenland mission. The user should consult reference 2 for a
complete description of the instrument. The temperature range of the instrument was
adjusted to satisfy the expected measurement range.
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Sensor Geometry
To use the data obtained during the Greenland mission, sensor geometry and its
effects on alignment of the data must be understood. Figure 9 illustrates the
arrangement of sensors onboard the NASA C-130 aircraft during the Greenland mission.
The stepped frequency microwave radiometer (SFMR) and PRT-5 are nadir-looking instru-
ments; hence, the footprints of these instruments were directly beneath the aircraft.
The airborne microwave scatterometer (AMSCAT), however, operated at a variety of
incidence angles from 0° to 54° and was aimed behind the aircraft. For an incidence
of 0°, the AMSCAT was nadir looking, but as incidence angle increased, the AMSCAT
footprint translated backward along the flight line. Therefore, the SFMR and PRT-5
imaged an area before the AMSCAT. As stated previously, all sensors have been refer-
enced to Greenwich mean time (GMT). This requires that a temporal correction be
applied by the user to the AMSCAT data in order to align the data from all sensors
on the same target. This correction is as follows:
AMSCAT time (GMT) NADIR time (GMT) + ~t
where ~t is a function of aircraft altitude H, ground speed Vgr, and incidence
angle e of the AMSCAT. The temporal offset (~t) can be calculated from the follow-
ing equation:
~= H tan eVgr
Altitude and ground speed must be in the same units.
Footprint sizes of the instruments vary, with the SFMR, AMSCAT, and PRT-5 hav-
ing successively smaller footprints. Calculation of footprint sizes for the various
sensors is described in the following paragraphs.
Footprints of all sensors at nadir would be nearly circular if there were no
smearing of the footprints in the direction of the flight line due to sensor data
integration times. For example, given a beam width of 0.37 rad, the instantaneous
footprint of the SFMR can be calculated from
SFMR footprint diameter = 0.37H
At an aircraft altitude of 1000 m, the SFMR instantaneous footprint would be
circular, with a diameter of 370 m. The footprint is smeared, however, along the
flight line by the distance the aircraft traveled during the signal integration
time ~. At an aircraft speed of 114 mis, the aircraft would have traveled 57 mover
a 0.5-second integration period. Therefore the SFMR footprint would actually be an
ellipse (fig. 10) with the major axis along the flight line and the minor axis per-
pendicular to the flight line. Referring to figure 10, the footprint dimension per-
pendicular to the flight line is
A = 0.37H 370 m
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while the footprint dimension along the flight line is
B A + 'tVgr 427 m
Footprints of the PRT-5, for all practical purposes, are circular since the
integration time was less than 0.03 second. The PRT-5 has a 2° field of view, so
that for an aircraft altitude of 1000 m, footprint dimensions are
A = B 0.035 x 1000 = 35 m
Calculation of footprint size for the AMSCAT is slightly different because, in
addition to smearing along the flight line, the instrument is not nadir looking. The
AMSCAT instantaneous footprint dimensions perpendicular to flight line A and along







where field of view is 0.0612 rad for AMSCAT and 0 is incidence angle.
Again, for an aircraft in motion, there is smearing along the flight line and B
becomes
A
B = ---0 + 'tV
cos gr
For an altitude of 1000 m, an aircraft ground speed of 114 mis, and an incidence
angle of 45°, the AMSCAT footprint size is
A = 86.5 m
B 179.3 m
GREENLAND DATA CATALOG
This section catalogs all of the remote sensing data obtained by NASA Langley
Research Center during the 1979 Greenland Remote Sensing Experiment. These data are
available on digital computer tapes (see appendix A).
Data were obtained on OCtober 14 and 15, 1979, and are referenced by Julian
Day 287 and 288, respectively. Flight line plots, presented for each day, indicate
the geographic location of all data for the entire day. (Aerial photographs were
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not obtained over Greenland because the lack of contrast of the snow-covered surface
would have severely limited their usefulness.)
Time-line plots in Greenwich mean time (GMT) for each day show when sensors were
recording data; corresponding latitude and longitude are also shown. The plots
enable selection of data for detailed analysis based upon the user's need for a par-
ticular sensor configuration and/or geographical location. For ease of access to
data on the available digital tapes, all sensor data are referenced to Greenwich
mean time (GMT). Ten variables are indicated on each time-line plot. A solid line
indicates the presence of data; absence of a solid line indicates the absence of
data. Data gaps of less than 10 seconds are not indicated. The parameters shown for
each time-line plot are labeled in figure 11 and described as follows:
(A) Day 288 - The Julian Day during 1979 corresponding to the time-line plot.
Julian Days and their corresponding calendar days are listed in table I.
(B) PRT-5 - Solid line indicating when the precision radiation thermometer was
taking data. This sensor remotely senses the physical temperature of the Earth's
surface.
(c) SFMR - Solid line indicating whether
ometer acquired radiometric temperature (TA).
operated only at a frequency of 6.6 GHz.
the stepped frequency microwave radi-
During this experiment, the SFMR
(D-G) AMSCAT (XX Polarization) - Solid lines showing whether the airborne micro-
wave scatterometer was taking data and its polarizations. For example, VH polariza-
tion indicates that AMSCAT transmitted at vertical polarization and received at hori-
zontal polarization. Likewise HH polarization indicates horizontal transmission and
horizontal reception.
(H) Greenwich mean time (hour:min:sec) - All data are referenced to GMT. Avail-
able computer tapes can be easily accessed by searching for the start and stop times
of desired data segments.
(I-J) Latitude and Longitude - Approximate latitude ~nd longitude plotted in
hundredths of a degree every 2 minutes along the flight line. Some latitudes and
longitudes are missing,from the time-line plots because of gaps in the data record.
If necessary, flight lines may be plotted using latitude and longitude obtained by
linear interpolation from recorded values.
Flight lines for each day and the time-line plots are presented in appendix B.
Langley Research Center





GREENLAND DATA TAPE DOCUMENTATION
The NASA Langley Greenland Data Set is available on five 9-track tapes from the
National Technical Information Service, Springfield, Va. The data for Julian Day 287
are recorded on an AMSCAT output tape and an SFMR tape. The data for Julian Day 288
are recorded on three tapes, two containing NERDAS parameters, PRT-5 data, and AMSCAT
data and one containing SFMR data.
In standard AMSCAT output tape format, data are contained in two unformatted











































































Channel one radar backscatter
Channel two radar backscatter
Channel one radar backscatter, dB







Total air temperature, °C
PRT-5 low channel, °C







Transmit polarization: 0 = Horizontal,
1 = Vertical
Receive polarization: 0 = Horizontal,
1 = Vertical









*HHMMSS.S indicates that the first two digits of the variable are
hours, the next two digits are minutes, and the next three digits are
seconds to the nearest tenth.
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APPENDIX A
A sample FORTRAN program to read this tape is as follows:
PROGRAM REDTAP (INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE 1)
DIMENSION IHD(7), ARY(20), IARY(14)
10 READ (1) IHD
IF (EOF (1).NE.0) STOP
20 READ (1), ARY, IARY
IF (EOF (1).NE.0) GO TO 10
GO TO 20
END
Two tapes for Julian Day 288 contain NERDAS parameters, PRT-5 and environmental









































































Polarization: 0 = HH, 2 = VH,








































*HHMMSS.S indicates that the first two digit5 of the variable are
hours, the next two digits are minutes, and the next three digits are
seconds to the nearest tenth.
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APPENDIX A
The time, latitude, and longitude records within a file are continuous with a sam-
ple rate of 0.5 second. Missing parameters are filled in with dummy variables. Real
dummy values are 9999.99 or 99.9999. Integer dummy values are -9999. A sample
FORTRAN program to read these tapes is as follows:
PROGRAM REDTAP (INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE1)
10 READ (1,101) MISS, NDAY, NFILE, NFEND, NTSTRT, NTEND, TSTRT,
1TEND
IF (EOF (1).NE.0) STOP
20 READ (1,201) GMT, SEC, XLAT, XLON, NFCNT, NTCNT
IF (EOF (1).NE.0) GO TO 10
READ (1,202) ALT, HEAD, DRIFT, ROLL, PITCH, GRSP, WDSP,
1WDAN, PRT, TAT
READ (1,203) SDB, THETA, PHI, DPF, DFR, IPOL, MODE, ISET,
1ISTIM, IREC
GO TO 20
101 FORMAT (6110, 2F10.2)
201 FORMAT (4F10.2, 2110)
202 FORMAT (10F8.2)
203 FORMAT (3F8.2, 2F8.4, 518)
END
For the tapes containing SFMR data for Julian Days 287 and 288, the file struc-
ture for these tapes is
File portion variable Meaning Format
HEADER MISS Mission number 110
NDAY Julian Day 110
NFILE File number 110
NFEND End file counter 110
NTSTRT Start tape counter 110
NTEND End tape counter 110
TSTRT Start time, HHMMSS.S* F10.2
TEND End time, HHMMSS.S* F10.2
SFMR RECORD GMT Time, HHMMSS.S* F10.2
SEC Time, s F10.2
TA Radiometric temperature, K F10.2
FREQ Frequency, MHz F10.2
NFCNT File record counter 110
NTCNT Tape record counter 110
*HHMMSS.S indicates that the first two digits of the variable
are hours, the next two digits are minutes, and the next three digits
are seconds to the nearest tenth.
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APPENDIX A
The sample rate varies for these records and there are no dummy values. A sample
FORTRAN program to read this tape is as follows:
PROGRAM REDTAP (INPUT, OUTPUT, TAPE 1)
10 READ (1,101) MISS, NDAY, NFILE, NFEND, NTSTRT, NTSTRT, NTEND, 1NSTRT, TEND
IF (EOF (1).NE.0) STOP
20 READ (1,201) GMT, SEC, TA, FREQ, NFCNT, NTCNT
IF (EOF (1).NE.0) GO TO 10
GO TO 20
101 FORMAT (6110, 2F10.2)
201 FORMAT (4F10.2, 2110)
END
The following table lists tape numbers for the Greenland data set:
Julian Day Tape number
287 (AMSCAT ONLY) NN0901
287 (SFMR) NP0955
288 (PART 1) NF0808
288 (PART 2) NF0811
288 (SFMR) NP0962
The following table lists start and stop times, tape counters, and the number of
records per file for each file:
Start Stop Number of Start tape End tape
File time time records counter counter
Tape number NN0901 (Day 287)
1 46619.5 49478.5 5153 1 5153
2 49479.0 52546.0 6042 5154 11196
3 52546.5 54083.0 3025 11197 14222
4 54083.5 58943.0 9057 14223 23280
5 58943.5 62054.0 5408 23281 28689
Tape number NF0808 (Day 288)
1 45300.0 47107.0 3615 1 3615
2 47110.5 50879.5 7539 3616 11154
3 50880.5 52645.0 3531 11155 14684
4 52686.0 54399.5 3416 14685 18112
5 54400.5 56599.5 4399 18113 22511
6 56600.5 58620.0 4040 22512 26551
Tape number NF0811 (Day 288)
7 58620.5 61750.0 6260 1 6260
8 61751.0 64035.0 4569 6261 10829
9 64089.5 65150.0 2122 10830 12951




Start Stop End file Start tape End tape
File time time counter counter counter
Tape number NP0955 (Day 287)
1 41904.7 52022.0 4990 1 4990
2 52044.0 61739.0 4782 4991 9772
Tape number NP0962 (Day 288)
1 44054.8 52737.8 8533 1 8533
2 53338.1 64023.0 10498 8543 19031
3 64041 .2 65540.2 4412 19032 23443
Copies of digital tapes are available upon request to
National Technical Information Service (NTIS)
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15.38.0~ 15.38.01i 15.~.0~ 15.~2:01i 15:1i1i10~ 15.~.0~ 15.~.0~ 15.50.0~
GREENW I CH MEAN T I ME (HOUR: MIN: SEC)
tv
lJl
I I I I I I I I I I I I I
I5.SC101i I5.S2.01i I5.SIi.01i
70.08 70.05 70.01








LAT I TUDE (DEG)
-30.69 -31.10 -31.52











15.50.06 15.62.06 16'6~'05 15.56.05 15.58.05 16.00.05 16.02.05 16.0Q.06
GREENWICH MEAN TIME (HOUR=MIN=SEC)
16.06.05 16.08.06 16.10.05
68.76 68.72 68.68 68.66 88.62
LATI TUDE (DEG)
-85.22 -85.6~















LONG I TUDE (DEG)
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
16'16.05 16.18.05 16.20.05 16.22'05 16.2'i.05

















I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
16.96.06 16136.06 16."i0106 161"12'06 16."1"1106




68.62 68.76 68.71 68.65 68.69 6S.63 68."17 68 .9':1: 68.27 68.21
LATITUDE ( DEG)
_lit .111
-"11.S1 -"12.21 -li2.61 -1i3.00 -l!3."11 -113.80 -1111.60 -115.00 -115.33
LONGITUDE ( DEG)
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
16.56.06 16158.06 17100106 17102106 17.0'i106
GREENW I CH MEAN T I ME (HOUR: MIN: SEC)















LONG I TUDE (DEGl
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I I I I I I II I I I I I I I I I II II I I II I I I I I I I I I II II I I I II I I I II I I I I I II I
121311~O 121331~O 121351~O 12137'~O 1213S'~O 12'~1IqO 12.Q3.qO 121Q5.QO 121Q71QO 12.QS.QO 12.51'QO
GREENW I CH MEAN T I ME (HOUR: MIN: SEC)
66.96 S6.S3 66.S0 66.87 66.85
LAT I TUDE (DEG)
-50.55 -50.91 -50.10 -Q9.88 -QS.65











I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
12'51.110 12.53.110 12.56'IlO 12'57.110 12.59.110 13101.110 13.05.110 13'07'llO 13.0SI110 13'11 IllO









66.69 66.66 66.611 66.61
LAT I TUDE (DEG)
-l!7.85 -1l7.63 -l!7.l!O













I ! I I I ! I ! I , I I I I I , I I I I I I I I I I I I I /I I 1 I I , I
131111~0 131131~O 13115r~O 13117r~O 1311SI~O 131211~O 13123r~O 131251l!O 131271~O 131311~0
GREENWICH MEAN TIME (HOUR:MIN:SEC)
66.50
-~6.53 -~8.31
66.~2 86.~O 66.37 66.35
LAT I TUDE (DEG)
-ij5.68 -~5.~7 -~5.2~















AMSCAT ( HH POLAR I ZAT ION)
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
la.al'lil la.aa.lil la.a6.lil la.a7.lil la.a3.lil 13.lil.lil la,lia.lil la.1i5'lil la'li7.lil la.1i3.lil la.51.lil
GREENWICH MEAN TIME ( HOUR :MIN :SECl
66.21i 66.22 66.13 66.16 66.23 66.28 66.35 ' 66.30 66.21i 66.13 66.12
LATITUDE ( DEG)












AMSCAT ( HH POLAR I ZAT ION)
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
IS 161 l'iI lSI631lil lSl66.lil 131671lil lSI5Sllil llilOlllil lli.03llil llil051lil llil071lil lli lOS ILll llilll'lil
GREENWICH MEAN TIME ( HOUR :MIN :SEC)
66.12 66.05 65.S8 65.S0 65.8S 65.75 65.68 65.60 65.53 65.li6 65.38
LATITUDE ( DEG)










I 1 1 1 I I I I 1 1 1 I I I 1 "I I I 1 I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I 1 1 I
MEt=lNGREENWICH TIME (HOUR:MIN:SECl
114:131114:2114:127114:2 114:12S114:2lli 125 114:2llil2illi2iii I1S .14:2lli .17 .li2lli 115 .li2114: 113.14:2114: 111.14:2
65.38 65.30 65.23 65.16 65.15 65.114: 65.11i
LAT I TUDE (DEG)
-lili.22 -!i14:.14:7 -14:14:.71i












I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
1~IS71li2 1~ISS'li2 llillill~2 llilli3'~2 llilli5.li2






85.12 85.11 85.11 85.10
LAT I TUDE (DEG)
-~6.82 -'i7.08 -~7.S'i


















I" 111,1 IIIII "1"'111,",,1111111'11111,, 1,11, "/11 II/
1~'51'~3 1~'53Iq3 1~'551~3 lq'571~S 1~15SI~3 15101'~3 16.0S.QS 15'061~S 15'07.~S 1510S.liS 16111.lia
GREENWICH MEAN TIME (HOUR :MIN :SEC)
66.06 65.06 65.07 65.06 65.05 65.05 65.0~ 65.03 65.01 6~.S~ 65.02
LATITUDE ( DEG)











I I I "I I I " I I I I I I , , I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
15'11'~3 15'13.~a 15.15.~3 15.17.qa 15,ls.Qa 15.21.Qa 15'2a.~a 15'25.~a 15'27.~a
GREENWICH MEAN TIME (HOUR:MIN:SEC)
65.02 65.12 65.21 65.1a 65.02 6~.Sl 8~.e~ 6~.80 6Q.75
LAT I TUDE (DEGl
-50.21 -50.15 -50.21 -50.al -50.2S -50.S0 -60.15
LONG I TUDE (DEGl
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II! !III! 11111 IIIIIIIIIIII!!IIIIIIIIIIIIIII 11111 111 1 I iii
15'31.~q 15J33Jq~ 15'35.q~ 15.37.q~ 16'3~'~~ 15.ql.~q 15.qS.qq 16'~6.q~ 15.~7.qq 15.qS'~~ 15.51.Qq
GREENW I CH MERN T I ME (HOUR: MIN: SEC)
Sq.S2 Sq.56 6~.50 6q.1i3 SQ.37 6~.SO BIi.21i Sli .17 81i.ll 61i.OIi 63.S8
LATITUDE ( DEGl











Iii lilll ,II'I 1i11i111/11111/'IiI!I"",II! I!III ,II,I "I
151611~~ 151631~~ 151551~~ 151571~~ 161591~~ lSI011~~ 161031~~ 161051q~ 161071~q 161091~~ 161111~~
GREENW I CH MEAN T I ME (HOUR: MIN: SEC)
63.98 63.90 63.8~ 63.77 63.70 63.62 63.70 63.68 8S.67 63.7~ 63.75
LAT I TUDE (DEGl
-~6.76 -~6.21 -q~.93 -q~.61 -qq.S6












1613?ILi5 161331116 161Lil1Li5 161Li31Li5 1611151L!5 161Li?ILi5
I I I
16151 ILi5





65.58 65.?L! 65.91 66.08
LAT I TUDE (DEG)
-Li3.58 -Li3.Li9 -Li3.Lil












161511~6 161531~6 161561~e 161571~6 1615SI~6 171011~6 171031~6 171051~6 171071~6
GREENWICH MERN TIME (HOUR:MIN:SEC)
67.25 67.~2 67.5S 67.76 67.S2
LRT I TUDE (DEG)
-~e.81 -~e.72 -~2.6~
LONG I TUDE (DEG)
I I , I I I I I I I I I I
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LAT I TUDE (DEGl
-L!:L!:.S8 -'is.OO -L!:5.L!:3









I I I I I I I I
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I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I II I I I
171S11~7 17.3SIQ7 171S51Q7 171371Y.7 1713S.Y.7
S8.72 S8.7S S8.7S
GREENWICH MEAN TIME (HOUR:MIN:SEC)
S8.sa S8.8S S8.8S S8.S2 S8.S5
LAT I TUDE (DEG)
SS.08 SS.20
-~8.S0 -Y.S.SS -Y.S.77











17.57.'!7 17.59.'!7 18.01''!7 18'03.'!7 18.05.'!7 18'07a'!7









LRT I TUDE (DEG)
-51.6'! -51.76 -61.8S















III 11111 11111 1I1!111111111!11I!1I1111111!! 11111 !II!I III
le.ll.qe le'13.qe le.15.Qe le'17.Qe le.ls.Qe le'21.~e lel23.Qe le'25.~e le.27.Qe le'2SIQe le.31.Qe









LRT I TUDE (DEG)
-61.72 -61.6S -61.7S
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Calendar day Oct • 14, 1979 Oct. 15, 1979
Origin
..
Sondrestrom AirTromso, Norway Base,
Greenland
Test site Central Greenland South Greenland ice
ice cap cap
Destination Sondrestrom Air Base, Sondrestrom Air Base,
Greenland Greenland
TABLE II.- AMSCAT OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
selectable characteristics:
Polarization •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• HH*,
Incidence angle, deg ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••






CO sampling rate, 5- 1 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Absolute dO accuracy, dB •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
0° precision, dB ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
An.tenna beam width, deg ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••







*Transmit horizontal and receive horizontal. with transmit and receive each
either horizontal or vertical, there are four possible combinations. When transmit
and receive are of like polarization, the system is said to be in dominant polariza-
tion, and when opposed, in cross-polarization.
TABLE III.- PRT-5 OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS
Temperature measurement range, °C •••••••••••• '•••••••••••••••••••••••••••• -35 to +75
Accuracy, °C ••••••••••••••••..••••••••••••••••• ., •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.5
Sensitivity (at 25°C), °C •••.•••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.1
Fi 1ter band, ~m.............................................................8 to 14
Field of view, deg •••••.•••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2
50
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Figure 3.- Front panel of the digital controller for the stepped frequency microwave radiometer (SFMR).
(Jl
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GIMBAL ASSEMBLY TRANSM lITER -RECEIVER SIGNAL PROCESSOR(Portion of rack-mounted electronics)






Figure 6.- AMSCAT gimbal assembly on C-130
aircraft.






























• Position of aircraft at
GMT recorded for footprint
a 0.51.0 second
Instantaneous footprint
plus smear due to aircraft
motion during the
0.5 second integration time
Figure 10.- SFMR footprints. (Not drawn to scale.)
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I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I ! I I I I I I I I I
12'5~''*0
TIME (HOUR:MIN:SEC)
H 12'51''*0 12'53''*0 12.55.,*0 12.57.,*0
GREENWICH 1'1EAN
13'01''*0 13'03.'*0 13'05''*0 13'07''*0 13'0~''i0 13111''*0
I 66.77
] -'i8. 7'* -'i8.52
66.72
-'i8.29
66.6~ 66.66 66.6,* 66.61
LATITUDE (DEG)
-,*7.85 -'i7.63 -,*7.'i0
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